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AN ANALYSIS OF THE USE AND VALIDITY OF TEST-BASED TEACHER EVALUATIONS REPORTED BY THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: 2011

Catherine S. Durso, University of Denver

Executive Summary

In May of 2011, the Los Angeles Times published, for the second time, results of statistical studies examining the variation in teacher and school performance in the Los Angeles Unified School District, based on the California Standards Tests for math and English Language Arts (ELA). The studies use data from the seven academic years ending in 2009-2010. The Times published teachers’ names along with their effect estimates. These estimates were then used to classify teachers into five categories: least effective; less effective; average; more effective; and most effective. The Los Angeles Times previously published the results of statistical analyses designed to address the same issues in August, 2010, using data from the period 2003-2009.

The earlier analyses were reviewed by Briggs and Domingue, who identified several serious concerns. Yet the more recent analyses differ from the earlier ones in important ways and merit separate review. Accordingly, the focus in this review is on the properties of the teacher effects estimated in the more recent study.

Both collections of LA Times analyses were carried out by Dr. Richard Buddin. Descriptions of the work are published in the white papers “How Effective are Los Angeles Teachers and Schools?” (for the August 2010 publication) and “Measuring Teacher and School Effectiveness in Improving Student Achievement in Los Angeles Elementary Schools” (for the May 2011 publication). Both the 2010 and 2011 white papers address school effects and the relationship of teacher qualifications with estimated teacher effects.

The 2010 and the 2011 studies both use versions of what are known as value-added models (VAMs). Such models are gaining political favor, primarily as tools for teacher evaluation, but also for use in other personnel decisions, such as performance bonuses. Although the student-related variables differ between the 2010 publication and the 2011 publication, as do the statistical models and the criteria for including teachers in the study, there are consistent defining features of the VAM approach used in both analyses. Specifically, a statistical model is used to predict a student’s current scores on a test on the basis of:

1. the student’s test scores in prior years,
2. possibly additional information about the student, and
3. the identity of one of the student’s teachers for the school year preceding the current test.
The value assigned to the teacher by the prediction method is often called the teacher effect, though generally the extent to which it is caused by the teacher, rather than factors out of the teacher's control, is difficult to determine. To acknowledge this difficulty explicitly, this review will use the term “teacher-linked effect.” In the Los Angeles Times publications, the teacher-linked effect is taken at face value as a measure of the effectiveness of the teacher.

The publication of the teacher effects in Los Angeles, the recent release of teacher value-added effects for New York, and the growing movement toward use of VAMs in teacher evaluation increase the urgency of careful consideration of the interpretations these model results can sustain. For instance, one issue that must be addressed is the extent to which teachers with very different student populations are engaged in directly comparable activities. It is the single score of the teacher-linked effect, particularly the effectiveness classification categories published in the Teacher Ratings, that the lay reader will be drawn to, and these are unreliable.

Is it appropriate to compare, using a common metric, the effectiveness of teachers of struggling students to the effectiveness of teachers of high-achieving students? In a large school system such as the Los Angeles Unified School District, the differences among the groups of students in different teachers’ classes can be large. For example, many of the teachers in the study work with classes with average incoming math scores rated “far below basic,” and many other teachers work with classes with scores rated as “advanced.” Though VAMs control for prior achievement, and may control for additional variables, teachers addressing very different needs are still compared directly without recognition of the underlying disparity in their jobs.

Another persistent concern about the estimates—and about high stakes standardized testing in general—is that it may reflect (and perhaps encourage) teaching to the test, rather than high-quality, comprehensive instruction. Information accompanying the Los Angeles Times report points out that the effects are based on standardized tests which assess only a fraction of the content taught. If teachers can achieve better results by tailoring the form and content of their instruction to better test scores rather than more educated students, this may not only incentivize undesired behavior, but it might also limit the degree to which the estimates reflect “true teacher quality” rather than test preparation.

In addition to these issues, any specific implementation of VAMs concerning teacher performance faces the challenge of providing results that can, with reasonable precision and accuracy, distinguish between teachers and separate the effects on students’ test scores attributable to the teacher, the school, the family, and other factors.

In the 2011 Los Angeles Times supporting documents (white papers), four different models are used to estimate teacher effects for math and English-Language Arts (ELA). Each model produces teacher-linked effects that differ significantly among teachers. There are
also significant year-to-year fluctuations in the effects for a given teacher. The variability among students, after controlling for prior scores, demographic variables, and peer effects, is substantially larger than either the variability in teacher-linked effects or classroom effects. These features have been verified here.

Of the four models, it is Model 4 that is emphasized by the 2011 white paper and the LA Times’ publication of teacher effects. This fourth model includes the most additional information about the student, the class, and the grade. It provides substantially more information than was used to generate the 2010 rankings published by the newspaper. Accordingly, this analysis focuses on Model 4.

As a result of a variety of factors, including year-to-year instability and the variability among students, Model 4 estimates teacher-linked effects with low precision. This means that the effect estimate for each teacher cannot be taken at face value. Rather, the estimate is a broad distribution of the likely effect of the teacher, represented by an “average” effect plus an “error band” which indicates the range of reasonably likely values for the effect. This is similar to the results of political polls—e.g., a person’s approval rating, “plus or minus” a certain number of percentage points.

For example, Ms. Smith may be assigned an average teacher effect of 45, with an error band of +/-20, meaning that her score should be understood as somewhere in the range of 25 to 65, though more likely closer to 45 than to 25 or 65. The results of the models indicate that the error band (readers might think of this as the probable range) for many teachers is larger than the entire range of scores from the “less effective” to “more effective” designations provided by the LA Times.

![Figure 1. Percentages for rating changes of teacher-linked effects estimated for the same teacher in two separate three-year periods.](http://nepc.colorado.edu/publication/analysis-la-times-2011)
Because of this imprecision in any given year, the teacher-linked effect for individual teachers is also unstable over time. To illustrate this, the effects for teachers present in the data in all six years can be estimated using two separate three-year periods (i.e., treating teachers with six years of data as though they were two teachers with three years each). Using these three-year periods helps to judge the stability of effectiveness ratings. As shown in Figure 1, for English Language Arts only 40% of teachers fall into the same effectiveness category for the two periods, while 36% differ by one category, 17% differ by two, and 7% change by three or more categories. The stability for math is somewhat greater, with 45% staying in the same category. Note that a difference of three categories corresponds to a change from “least effective” to “more effective” or from “most effective” to “less effective.” These are not differences in degree; they are completely different conclusions.

The results are also unstable when predicting the effect in a single year from the effect averaged across multiple earlier years. Figure 2 shows the percentages of the single year effects that are in the category that would be predicted by the long-term estimate based on up to six years of data, and the percentages that differ by 1, 2, or 3 or more categories. This comparison shows how reliable the categories are for readers trying to predict an effect for a subsequent year on the basis of the published ratings. And remember that this instability is even greater when predicting “future” ratings using only one year of prior data, as is often the case, particularly among less experienced teachers.

When students are non-randomly assigned to schools and to teachers within schools, the researcher creating the statistical model attempts to include enough factors to capture all
the differences between the students in one teacher’s class and the students in another teacher’s class. Including the students’ earlier test scores accounts for a great deal of those influences. But many important differences remain. Therefore, in addition to proper interpretation (e.g., looking at error bands), it’s important to go back and verify the results by testing for hidden bias.

The extent to which Model 4 has separated effects on student learning due to the teacher from other effects is examined in several ways. Following Briggs and Domingue, the first approach is to test whether students are effectively assigned randomly to teachers with respect to variables that affect the previous year’s test score but are not accounted for in the model for the previous year. There is strong evidence that this is not the case.

The second approach is based on data from teachers who changed schools. Comparison of teacher-linked effects estimated for the same teachers at two different schools show substantial changes in effect. For math, 34% of the paired effects are in the same category, while 29% differ by two or more categories. The corresponding results for ELA are that 30% are in the same category, while 33% of the pairs differ by two or more categories.

This change in estimated effectiveness among school switchers is associated with school characteristics. The difference between the average teacher-linked effect at the old school and the average at the new school is a statistically significant predictor of the difference between the teacher’s effect at the old school and the teacher’s effect at the new school. There is a tendency for the same teacher to have a higher teacher-linked effect at the school with the higher average effect.

To their credit, the 2011 white paper and the 2011 LA Times’ Teacher Ratings do discuss the issues of variability and model sensitivity and provide readers with some information to enable them to take these issues into account when looking at individual teacher-linked effects. This is an improvement in the Teacher Ratings over the 2010 version.

However, it is the single score of the teacher-linked effect, particularly the effectiveness classification categories published in the Teacher Ratings, that the lay reader will be drawn to, and these are unreliable. The broad “error bands” and the cautions about model accuracy receive only peripheral attention. Thus, the way in which the LA Times presented the data may lead to its misuse, which can be harmful.

In summary, then:

- Teachers in the studied data have incoming classes with very different characteristics. A high teacher-linked effect must be understood as an estimate of test score improvement applying only to the range of students typically taught by that teacher.
- The model results indicate that teacher-linked effects estimates must take annual fluctuation beyond sampling error into account.
The teacher-linked effect means and the effectiveness categories are not reliable for comparison or prediction. The large variability must be taken into account. This limits the detail available in comparisons among teacher-linked effects, particularly for effects estimated from three or fewer years of data.

Large annual fluctuations make even effects calculated over longer time periods very approximate predictors of the effect size in the future. Parents should not rely on the published effect being reproduced in any given year.

There is strong evidence that the teacher-linked effects include contributions to student learning not due to the teachers. These contributions are meaningful on the scale of the categories used in the *Los Angeles Times* effect report. Comparison of teacher-linked effects must be understood as comparing teachers and their work environments, not just teachers.
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Introduction

In May of 2011, the Los Angeles Times published results of statistical models examining the variation in student performance among teachers in grades three through five and among elementary schools in the Los Angeles Unified School District based on the California Standards Tests (CST) for math and English Language Arts (ELA). The studies include four models that use data from the academic years between 2004 and 2010 to predict each student’s standardized test scores in a given year from the student’s scores the previous year, a collection of auxiliary student-level, class-level, and grade-level data (the selection of which varies by model), and the identity of the teacher for the given year. The use of the previous year’s scores makes these “value-added models” of teacher performance. The model outputs assign a distribution of values—a mean accompanied by an error margin—to each teacher, which indicates the probable contribution of the individual teacher to the testing performance of his or her students. This range of values is technically termed the “effect” for that teacher, though it will reflect any factors associated with assignment to that teacher that are not accounted for by the previous year’s test scores or the auxiliary data. Because the term “teacher effect” does not make explicit allowance for the possibility of other factors, the term used here will be “teacher-linked effect.”

The Los Angeles Times publication of the study results included making 11,500 individual teacher-linked effect estimates available by teacher name on a searchable website. On the basis of the means of the teacher-linked effects, the website classifies the teachers into categories as least effective, less effective, average, more effective, and most effective, for both math and ELA.

This is not an isolated phenomenon. The Los Angeles Times previously, in August, 2010, created a similar online database based on the results of statistical studies by the same analyst, using data from the Los Angeles Unified School District between 2003-2009. In February, 2012, the New York City Education Department released rankings of 18,000 teachers based on value-added analyses. Several New York news organizations, including The New York Times and the New York Post quickly made those ratings available in databases on their websites.

Reactions to the databases varied. Bill Gates, co-chair of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which supports the Measures of Effective Teaching Project, deplored this as “public shaming.” In contrast, a New York Post editorial heralded the “big victory” scored
for “accountability and transparency.” These releases may have set a precedent that these data are public domain, suggesting that more such publications are possible. Both this possibility and the controversy surrounding the releases motivate this review of the 2011 Los Angeles Times’ teacher ratings and researcher Richard Buddin’s 2011 white paper “Measuring Teacher and School Effectiveness in Improving Student Achievement in Los Angeles Elementary Schools,” which describes the study from which the teacher ratings are drawn.

Many researchers have raised concerns regarding the use of value-added models (VAM) for teacher evaluation. Briefly, VAM do not provide guidance for improvement, are comparative rather than absolute measures, assess a small part of teacher’s responsibilities, force different kinds of teaching into one scale, do not produce consistent results for given teachers over time, and may not identify effects actually caused by the teachers.

The latter questions of variance and bias relate directly to the specific model chosen, and how its results are interpreted. Both the 2010 and the 2011 Los Angeles Teacher Ratings are based on studies carried out independently by Richard Buddin, a senior economist at the RAND Corporation. Some technical details of the work are published in attendant white papers, along with conclusions based on the model output. The 2010 analyses were reviewed by Briggs and Domingue. That review demonstrated major sensitivity of the 2010 model to the inclusion of additional variables, a red flag for large-scale bias (i.e., unmeasured non-teacher factors influencing the results). Briggs and Domingue also demonstrated the lack of precision inherent in the Times’ use of the estimates to assign teachers effectiveness categories.

The 2011 Buddin analyses differ from the earlier ones. This time, he presents results from four models, with increasing sets of variables (whereas the latter only estimated a single model). The additional models incorporate many of the variables used in the Briggs and Domingue sensitivity tests. Buddin’s most extensive 2011 model shows little sensitivity to increasing the number of available variables. In addition, unlike the 2010 analysis, Buddin’s 2011 models explicitly account for annual fluctuation in the teacher-linked effects (discussed in greater detail below).

Finally, the 2011 Los Angeles Teacher Ratings include nearly twice as many teachers as the 2010 ratings. The primary reason for this is that the earlier round of estimates was only published in the database if teachers had taught at least 60 students. The new database includes all teachers who taught more than 10 students in at least one year. This leads to the inclusion of first-year teachers and others with very little data in the period of the study. (In recognition of the reduced precision of effects based on less data, the 2011
ratings information does include graphical indicators of the error margins of the teacher-linked effects, as well as the means.)

In short, then, the changes in the model and the reporting method between 2010 and 2011 mean that the analysis done by Briggs and Domingue does not apply directly to the 2011 ratings. This makes separate review of the new ratings worthwhile.

This review addresses and illustrates the variance of the new ratings—i.e., their imprecision and inconsistency—using several different approaches. First, it examines the imprecision of the teacher-linked effects in the context of the effectiveness categories used in the LA Times’ teacher ratings, concluding that the implied accuracy of the effectiveness categories (e.g., very effective, etc.) is, in most cases, more than the model output can support.

The second approach to understanding the impact of the variance is to assess how the rankings change between years for the same teacher. The changes are substantial.

Finally, the consequences of the high variance and annual fluctuation for prediction are examined—for example, using the first six years of data to predict a teacher’s rating in the seventh year. This comparison shows that the estimated persistent teacher-linked effects account for about 40% of the variation in the seventh year for math, and less than 20% for ELA. Put simply, even using multiple years of data, the estimates were only modestly useful for predicting a future year.

In addition to the imprecision and inconsistency of these estimates, there is also the question of whether they represent unbiased causal effects. Interpreting teacher-linked effects as teacher effectiveness ratings implies that the teacher-linked effects are, at least to a large extent, caused by the teachers. For this to be the case, the model must be largely successful in separating effects due to the teacher from all the other factors, inside and outside of schools, that influence testing outcomes.

Failure to do this means that a teacher’s estimated effect might also reflect bias due to factors external to the teacher, and out of his or her control. In their review of Buddin’s 2010 analysis, Briggs and Domingue applied a method described and used by Rothstein to test for the presence of such confounding factors. This test is applied here, and the results indicate the potential for statistically significant external effects.

The question of the extent of this bias, however, remains. Briggs and Domingue approached this problem by examining the sensitivity of the teacher-linked effects to alternative models that include additional variables measuring influences external to the teacher.

Buddin’s updated 2011 research paper, and the LA Times’ Teacher Rankings, emphasize their full model (model 4), which includes the largest set of student, classroom, and grade variables. Since this model, unlike its predecessor in the 2010 analysis, includes a full set of variables, it’s difficult to test to whether the results are sensitive to alternative specifications (since there are few variables left to add). Instead, this review tests the
sensitivity of the results not to changes in the model, but rather to changes in the results when teachers switch schools. The results suggest that teacher-linked effects do indeed vary by the school in which teachers work.

**Buddin’s Estimation of the Teacher-linked Effects**

The teacher-linked effects in the 2011 white paper and the *Los Angeles Times*’ Teacher Rankings, which this review replicates in order to assess, are produced from a model that essentially focuses on predicting students’ test scores. The prediction of student j’s test score in grade k in year n is based on:

1. the student’s test scores the previous year (k-1),
2. additional information about the student,
3. a contribution from the student’s teacher in grade j, say teacher m, and
4. a contribution for the student’s teacher in grade j for that specific year.

These quantities comprise an equation:

\[
\text{TestScore}(j,k,m,n) = a \cdot \text{MathScore}(j,k-1,n-1) + b \cdot \text{ELAScore}(j,k-1,n-1) + c \cdot \text{ClassSize}(k,m,n) + d \cdot \text{TitleI}(j,n) + \ldots + \text{TeacherLinkedContribution}(j,m) + \text{AnnualTeacherLinkedContribution}(j,m,n) + \text{Residual}(j,k,m,n)
\]

The annual teacher contribution is the same for every student of that teacher in that particular year. The residual term is just the amount needed to make the left hand side equal to the right hand side. The values a, b, c, d, and so on are the weights given to each of the factors describing the student, the class and the grade. The weights are the same for all students.

The tests are the California Standards Tests (CST). The smallest model, Model 1, uses just the variables shown above. Model 2 adds a factor for the student’s English language proficiency, a factor for the parents’ education level, a factor for whether the student attended kindergarten in the LA Unified School District, and a factor for whether the student is new to the school. In addition to all of those variables, Model 3 adds class-level variables: the proportion of the class that falls into each English language proficiency category, the proportion of the class with each parental education level, the proportion that attended kindergarten in the LA Unified School District, and the proportion that of the class that is new to the school. To address the effects associated with ethnicity, Model 3
also uses the grade share of Hispanic students, African-American students, and students that are Asian or Pacific Islanders. Model 4 uses all the variables in Model 3, together with the class mean for the prior year’s math CST scores and the class mean for the prior year’s ELA CST scores.

The data used for the 2011 report includes math and ELA scores for grades 2-5 for the academic years ending in 2004 through 2010. Thus the current year \( n \) in the formula can range from 2005 to 2010 and the prior year ranges from 2004 to 2009. The grades range from 3 through 5, because prior year scores are not available for grade 2.

Fitting the models to the data means determining the weights \( a, b, c, d, \ldots \), etc. in the formula above, the teacher contributions, the annual teacher contributions, and the residual terms that are “best” according to the criteria of the model. In 2011, Buddin uses a linear mixed effects model. The impact of the choice is that the persistent teacher-linked effect (that across multiple years) and the annual teacher-linked effect (that in any given year) are reported by the model as normal probability distributions specified by mean and variance, rather than as single numbers. Additional technical description is available in the technical appendix to this report.

**Data**

Most of the data used in the 2011 publications were released to the *Los Angeles Times* by the LAUSD. The grade level shares of racial and ethnic groups are available from LAUSD’s public online database. This study restricted attention to schools having at least 100 students, classrooms having at least 10 students, and students having complete test information for the models. For the 2005-2010 period, in Buddin’s analysis, these restrictions result in about 11,500 teachers being represented in the model. For the 2004-2009 period, application of these restrictions results in about 11,300 teachers in the model.

The test scores from the data are standardized before being used in the model to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 by grade and year. Among other things, this permits the comparison of scores between grades.

There was one important additional issue with the data that had to be addressed. Discussions with LAUSD personnel revealed that the data released for the academic year 2009-2010 did not include the English Language Development (ELD) levels. Though these levels are used in Models 2, 3 and 4, the absence of these data need not prevent fitting the models if the missing data can be effectively estimated (imputed) from the available data. Tests performed for this review showed that the imputation can be done quite effectively, indicating that results in the 2011 publications may not have been substantially affected by the absence of the ELD levels for 2010.

However, due to the unavailability of the technique used by Buddin to compensate for the missing data, most of the model analysis here uses a full data set for 2003-2009. The one-year shift in time period should not affect the model properties. By this method, the
strengths and limitations of Model 4 can be investigated without the complication of considering the validity of the imputation method.

**Results**

Much of the interest in value-added models stems from the often meaningful size of the variation in teacher-linked effects. If the effects can be interpreted causally, large variation in effects corresponds to large variation in the effectiveness of teachers in preparing students for the tests.

The models in Buddin’s 2011 white paper find statistically significant variation among the teacher-linked effects and statistically significant year-to-year fluctuation in those estimates. The standard deviation estimated for the teacher-linked effects in ELA is between 0.18 and 0.16 standardized points (SD units), with the size decreasing as the model includes more information (variables). In math, the standard deviation estimated by the models for the teacher-linked effects is around 0.25 SD units. The replication of the models for the period 2004-2009 carried out for this review reproduces these values.

To put them in context, 0.16 standardized points on the ELA test is about 9 points on the 150-600 original scale of the ELA test. In math, 0.25 SD units correspond to about 20 points on the 150-600 scale. For comparison, the range designated “proficient” on the original scale is 300-349. In math, about 68% of the teacher-linked effects lie in the range corresponding to ±20 points, half the range of “proficient.” In ELA, about 68% of the teacher-linked effects lie in the range corresponding to ±9 points, less than a fifth of the range of “proficient.”

The year-to-year fluctuations estimated by Buddin are meaningful relative to the scale of the teacher-linked effects. The standard deviations for the classroom effect, the annual fluctuation, are 0.14 SD units and 0.18 SD units for ELA and math in model 4 in the original analysis, 90% and 71%, respectively, of the size of the actual teacher-linked effect standard deviation. This estimation of the magnitude of these annual fluctuations is an important contribution of the 2011 white paper. Other researchers have also found annual fluctuation in teacher-linked effects in addition to the sampling variability in the students.²³ Value-added models that do not take this annual fluctuation into account risk producing overly divergent teacher-linked effects with prediction intervals that are too small.

**Stability**

The teacher-linked effects are represented by a mean and a variance, or, equivalently, a standard deviation. These standard deviations—which comprise the error margins—are similar in size to the effects themselves. This creates a fundamental incompatibility or
tension between the rating categories used by the *Los Angeles Times’* and the actual model results.

Remember that the margin of error (in standard deviations) for a given teacher’s estimate tells you the range (confidence interval) into which the “true effect” probably falls. The mean is in the middle. The *Times’* teacher rating categories completely ignore the error margins and sort teachers into groups based exclusively on their means, with the categories separated by the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th percentiles.

Yet these percentiles are separated by amounts comparable to typical standard deviations for the individual teacher-linked effects. In other words, the error is almost as large as the distance between categories.

As a result, the majority of the persistent teacher-linked effects cannot be assigned reliably to a single category. In fact, for ELA, 85% overlap 3 or more categories. For math, 75% overlap 3 or more categories.

Buddin notes the unreliability of the means as point estimates of the teacher-linked effects:

> . . . teacher effectiveness varies substantially from year to year and ... the standard error of the model residuals are large even in the most complete model. These factors translate into imprecise point estimates for individual teachers.25

Figure 3 shows the proportion of math persistent teacher-linked effects that have 90% intervals entirely below 0, including 0, and entirely above 0 SD units, zero being the value corresponding to an average teacher-linked effect. When the range is entirely above or below zero, this means we can have confidence that the teacher is “truly” above or below
average, respectively. When the range includes zero, this indicates that the teacher is statistically indistinguishable from the average.

The proportions are calculated separately for effects based on 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 years of data. Most of the estimates based on fewer than 3-4 years of data are statistically no different from the average, to say nothing of whether we can reliably separate them into quintiles, as does the Times. The results for ELA are similar, but with a larger proportion of effects including 0 for all years, as seen in Figure 4. These results are qualitatively similar to those calculated by Di Carlo for the New York data.

The Times basically ignores this imprecision, and takes the estimates at face value.

![Figure 4. The proportion of teachers having 90% intervals lying below the average, including the average value, and lying entirely above the average value for ELA.](image)

In fairness, the Los Angeles Times’ Teacher Ratings do include information about the standard deviation of the teacher-linked effects by indicating the symmetric 90% probability interval for the effect, but the database presents far more prominently the mean and the categorical rating (e.g., “very effective”). A reader trying to assess a teacher’s “performance,” or to compare two teacher-linked effects, is most likely to use the means and especially categorical ratings, as understanding the 90% intervals is more complicated, and requires some statistical background.

**Variability Over Time**

Given that the majority of the teachers in the data are represented by data for three or fewer years, and 26% are represented by just one year, the question of the stability of
effects calculated for shorter periods is relevant—estimates based on fewer years of data represent smaller samples, which yield less precise estimates.

This can be illustrated by modeling two separate persistent teacher-linked effects for teachers who are in fact present for the full six years. By splitting their records into two shorter periods, and estimating the persistent teacher-linked effects for the shorter periods separately within the 6-year model, one can assess directly the consistency of persistent effects estimated on the basis of shorter periods of data for the same teachers. The technical appendix provides details of the process.

The results show substantial differences. For math, for two three year periods, the median distance between the earlier and later values is about 0.11 SD units while for ELA it is about 0.07 SD units. For math, 20% of the changes are 0.20 SD units or more, regardless of whether the pairs of effects are based on 1, 2, or 3 years of data in each period. For ELA, this value is about 0.14 SD units. For reference, the widths of the intervals between the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th percentiles range from 0.06 to 0.14 SD units.

Figure 5 presents these changes in terms of the effectiveness categories used by the Times. They indicate the change between the first and the second rating for teachers rated in two separate 3-year periods. For both math and ELA, the majority of teachers change categories. For ELA, 24% change by 2 or more categories. For math, 17% change by 2 or more categories.

A common argument is that value-added models are better equipped to identify the very highest- and lowest-performing teachers, and so it also makes sense to consider more
extreme teacher-linked effects. In math, 48% of the teachers with effects in the top 5% overall in the first three-year period are in the top 5% in second, while 54% of the teachers with effects in the lowest 5% over all in the first three year period are in the bottom 5% in the second three-year period. These percentages are 47% and 41% for reading.

Overall, then, the means of the teacher-linked effects for many individual teachers differ substantially between the two periods. However, when the variances of the effects are taken into account, the differences between the effects estimated from the first period of data and the effects estimated from the second data period collectively are consistent with the model assumption that the persistent effect does not change over time, except in one case. For math effects estimated by three years of data, the effects for the first three years and for the second three years for each teacher are not consistent with the model assumption that the persistent teacher-linked effect is constant over time. This raises the question of whether the assumption of a constant persistent teacher-linked effect is reasonable over extended periods: though the effects for one and two years are consistent, the teacher-linked effects for three years in math, the case with the most precise effect estimates, show significant differences between the two periods. Of note, for ELA, the effects for single years are consistent with all the effects being 0 (p>.5). This is also true for the Model 4 ELA results for teachers actually represented by one year in the study (see Technical Appendix).

**Variability in Prediction**

Another way to assess the stability of the teacher-linked effects is to carry out prediction exercises—in a sense, roughly simulating what would happen if we used the estimates to try to predict the future. The availability of seven years of data enables examination of the predictive power of the teacher-linked effect based on six years of data for the test results in a new year (the seventh). This predictive power is expected to be low, due to the large size of classroom (single year) effects (e.g., peer effects not controlled for) relative to the persistent teacher-linked effects. (Recall that the standard deviation of the classroom effect for math is 71% of the size of the standard deviation of the persistent teacher-linked effects, while the corresponding percentage for ELA is 90%). In fact, for math, the correlation of the persistent teacher-linked effect calculated from 2004-2009 data with the teacher-linked effect estimated from 2010 data (without an annual fluctuation) is 0.60.

To make a more direct comparison to the 2010 data we can calculate the value added in 2010 as the classroom average of the difference between the students’ scores in 2010 and the students’ predicted scores based on the previous year’s scores and the demographic information using the weights estimated for Model 4 (which includes prior years). Since the value added for 2010 is calculated using a different method than the persistent teacher-linked effect, the effectiveness ratings for 2010 are assigned based on the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th percentiles for the 2010 value-added results. Figure 6 presents the changes in effectiveness categories between the teacher-linked effects estimated from 2004-2009 data and the value-added results for 2010.
Figure 6. Percentages of rating changes between teacher-linked effects estimated for 2004-2009 and value added in 2010.

There is more consistency between the persistent teacher-linked effects and the classroom value-added effects for the extreme ratings than for the middle three ratings. For math, 53% of those in the lowest category in teacher-linked effects have classroom effects in the lowest category. In ELA, this is 43%. For math, 55% of those in the highest category in teacher-linked effects have classroom effects in the highest category. In ELA, this is 48%.

This weak predictive power in math does not appear to be due to the missing ELD data in 2010 (discussed above). There is little qualitative change in predicting test results in 2009 from 2004-2008 persistent effects. The results are not qualitatively different for persistent teacher-linked effects based on 2 through 5 years of data. The predictions from persistent teacher-linked effects based on one year are somewhat poorer. The ELA results are poorer for the prediction of 2010 from 2004-2009, with a correlation of .32, than for the prediction of 2009 from 2004-2008, with a correlation of .44, possibly due to the imputation of the ELD data, and the larger weights given to the ELD categories for ELA.

Even when multiple years of data are employed, the lack of predictive power limits the usefulness of the estimates to a parent considering whether an assigned class will improve a child’s test-based performance.

Bias

The goal for much of the effort in constructing value-added models is the estimation of teacher-linked effects that can reasonably be thought to be caused by the teachers. Even if
the estimates are stable and precise, they might still reflect the influence of factors other than teachers.

The problem of isolating the causal effect of the teacher on a student from that of the student’s peers, the school, and influences outside school is profound. Any systematic differences among student assignments that influence CST scores and are not captured by the fixed effects will be absorbed by the teacher-linked effect, though these differences are not caused by the teacher. This includes efforts of other teachers in team taught classrooms, as well as efforts of specialists or other factors.

Examples of systematic differences in student assignments, within and between schools, are easy to find. Schools draw from different geographic areas, and so may have student populations that differ systematically. Results of No Child Left Behind announcements may influence some parents’ choice of school. Teachers within a school may be more effective instructing students with certain characteristics. For example, in larger schools, students may be grouped by their educational needs. Differences in educational resources among schools may also have effects that are then attributed to the teachers.

The importance of bias differs depending on the source of the bias and the application of the information. For teachers and administrators, bias due to variation among schools raises issues of fairness and disincentives for teachers to work in schools with conditions that bias teacher-linked effects downward (or are perceived to do so). Bias due to variations in resources among the schools may not matter much to parents who use the ratings, provided the teacher remains in one school: the school’s resources will be available to children in that teacher’s class. Bias due to systematic differences in the assignment of children to teachers reduces the utility of the teacher-linked effect to parents. In other words, to whatever degree the ratings reflect non-teacher factors, parents choosing teachers based on those ratings may have bad information, even if they interpret the estimates properly (which is no guarantee). Moreover, if the teacher’s typical student population changes in response to the rating, then the bias, and also the rating, may change.29

Potential for bias

Jesse Rothstein30 proposed a test for value-added models that can show that a model is vulnerable to systematic differences not captured by the fixed effects. The intuition behind the method is that if something that is known not to have an effect, in the causal sense, has a significant effect in the model, then the model cannot be assumed to be unbiased.

Specifically, Rothstein’s falsification test asks whether a student’s future teachers influence their current performance. This is, of course, impossible, as there is no causal effect of future teachers on current performance. Thus, if these effects are statistically significant, then students are being sorted into classes, intentionally or unintentionally, by the extent to which their scores the previous year exceeded the scores predicted on the basis of the other variables in the model. That is, student assignment is not random, even
after controlling for the other variables in the model, and it is non-random in a way that contributed to teacher-linked effect the previous year.

To estimate these counterfactual effects of the future on the present, one produces an altered data set in which the teacher assignments for a given year are replaced with the assignments for the following year. For example, a student’s data for the fourth grade, including the prior test scores from third grade, is modeled as a function of the student’s fifth-grade teacher. When the model is fitted, it calculates effects of the teachers on their students’ scores in the year before the students were in the teachers’ classes.

For all eight models studied, this test produces statistically significant results (p<.001). The additional precaution of controlling for the student’s actual teacher assignment in the test year prevents the future teacher’s identity from being useful by contributing information about the identity of the actual teacher. For reasons of computational intensiveness, these models were fit without annual fluctuation terms. In all eight models, with controls for the actual teacher and with all the additional student data used in the model, the next year’s teacher is a significant predictor of the test score in the current year (p<.001). For model 4, the model standard deviation of the future teacher-linked effect for math, controlling for the current teacher, is 0.09 SD units (though the scale is affected by the lack of annual effects). For ELA, the corresponding teacher-linked effect is 0.08 SD units.

This result suggests the presence of bias. If the amount by which a student’s score exceeds the score predicted on the basis of lagged scores and demographic variables in one year is correlated with the amount by which the student’s score is expected to exceed the predicted score the following year, the non-random assignment produces bias in the teacher-linked effects.

**Bias Estimate**

A recent working paper by Chetty, Friedman and Rockoff\(^{31}\) pointed out, in the context of another study, that, while this test shows the potential for bias, it does not indicate the size. Chetty et al demonstrate that teachers with effects in the 95th percentile in that study essentially carry their effects with them when they move schools, moving the new school’s grade level mean scores up by an amount consistent with the teacher-linked effect and the proportion of students taught by the teacher. This is presented as quasi-experimental evidence that the effect is not due to the non-random assignment discussed above.

To examine whether the effects for a teacher change if the teacher changes schools in the context of the LAUSD data, one can compare a teacher’s estimated effectiveness at a first school to that same teacher’s effectiveness at a second school. The data include about 800 teachers who taught at two different schools during the study period. To achieve the goal of estimating the effects for these teachers at the two schools separately without changing the model, these teachers are divided into five groups of about 160. For each group, the entire 6 year model is re-estimated, but with the teacher-linked effects for the teachers in the group estimated separately at the two schools (essentially, each teacher is modeled as
two separate teachers). This preserves the other teacher-linked effects virtually unchanged. The paired teacher-linked effects for the teachers in each group are collected from these models.

The median and the 80th percentile of the disparity in the estimates at the different schools are shown in Figure 7. For context, the standard deviation of the teacher-linked

Figure 7. The size of the difference in teacher-linked effect between schools for teachers teaching at exactly two schools.

Figure 8. The percentages of teachers changing categories when changing schools.
effect and the width of the range of the “average” category are also shown. For both ELA and math, the median change is larger than the “span” of the “average” category, and the 80th percentile of the change is close to the standard deviation for the subject.

Changes in teacher-linked effect of this magnitude affect the ratings substantially. Figure 8 shows the proportions of teachers having the same rating at both schools, changing by one category, changing by two categories, and changing by three or four categories.

While these changes are substantial, they may be partially due to the changes observed earlier—those occurring when teacher-linked effects for the same teacher are estimated using data from separate time periods. Put differently, when teachers change schools, their estimated effects may change for the same reasons they do for non-switchers—imprecision.

If, on the other hand, the effects at the two schools—for teachers changing schools—vary systematically depending on properties of the schools, this is evidence of bias in the teacher-linked effect produced by differing characteristics of the schools. For example, if the teacher effect estimate is higher at the school with the higher teacher-linked effects overall, and lower at the school with generally lower teacher effects, there is an indication that some feature of the schools, such as student demographics not addressed in the model, or availability of additional instructional resources, biases teacher-linked effects.

To investigate this, for each teacher changing schools, the mean teacher-linked effect for the teacher’s first school and second school is calculated, excluding the teacher. For each teacher, the change in the teacher’s teacher-linked effect between the first and second school is calculated, and the models check whether there is an association between this difference and the mean of the teacher-linked effects at the first school and at the second school. In other words, might teachers who switch schools get different estimates because of something about the schools to (and from) which they move? If so, then perhaps the influence of the school is biasing all teachers’ estimates, but such bias is not detected because they remain in the same place.

A regression of the change in teacher-linked effect on the two school means for math results in significant (p<.001) coefficients for the first and second school means. This allows one to make a rough estimate, by multiplying the minimum and maximum values of the school means of teacher-linked effects by the regression coefficients, that the teacher-linked effects for teachers changing schools include contributions from the schools in the range (-0.08 to 0.09) SD units This range does not include potential bias from systematically differing assignment of students to teachers within schools, and does not address the range for other teachers. For ELA, the coefficients are less significant (p<.05). The corresponding range is (-0.04, 0.04) SD units. It should be noted that the contribution of the school means, though statistically significant, particularly for math, and on a meaningful scale, leaves much of the change of effect unexplained (R²=.03 for math, R²=.02 for ELA). This is not surprising, since, as shown above, substantial changes in teacher-linked effect in separate time periods are also seen for teachers who do not change schools. The purpose of this analysis is not to explain all of the change, but to show and quantify an association between the change and the teacher-linked effect means at the two schools.
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Sensitivity to Model Changes

Buddin and the *Los Angeles Times*’ Teacher Ratings make an effort to address the issue of bias by publishing the results of four models with increasing sets of variables for the student, classroom, and grade. Readers may view the teacher-linked effect means for each teacher for each of the four models. The sensitivity of the results to the choice of model is modest though noticeable. For ELA, the ratings for 4% of the teachers change by 2 or more categories going from model 1 to model 4. For math, 0.4% of the teachers, 50 teachers, have rating differing by 2 or more categories.

Other alternative models based on these data produce noticeably but not dramatically different results from Buddin’s model 4. For example, restricting to grades four and five and using two years of prior test scores in Model 4 rather than one changes 20% of the ELA teacher-linked effects by 0.03 SD units or more, with a maximum of 0.15 SD units, and changes 20% of the math effects by 0.04 SD units or more, with a maximum change of 0.22 SD units. Though noticeable, most of these differences are small relative to the variability, and do not produce statistically significant changes.

Large sensitivity can be taken as an indication that bias is a threat, but modest sensitivity cannot be taken as evidence of lack of bias. Important information may be missing from the data. For example, income and race/ethnicity are represented in the data only by the rough indicators of Title I status, and grade-level shares of racial and ethnic groups, rather than individual racial or ethnic identity.

Correlations between the teacher-linked effects and the student data may also introduce bias. There are modest but significant correlations between the estimated teacher-linked effects and the student data. For example, correlation between the teacher-linked effect for math and the class mean of the prior math score is .12 (p<.001), while for ELA, the correlation between the teacher-linked effect and the prior class mean score is .11 (p<.001). The model will not, generally, correctly apportion weights among correlated variables.

Discussion

Many concerns about the high stakes use of teacher-linked effects from VAM go beyond issues of variability and bias. A quick review of some of these concerns is presented here. Generally, these concerns were originally raised in response to potential uses of value-added effects in teacher evaluation and in personnel decisions such as hiring and compensation. These concerns should be revisited following publications of teacher—linked effects. One reason for review is that public access to teacher-linked effects may create public pressure on teachers to improve ratings or public pressure on administrators to act on ratings. A second reason for review is to examine how these concerns relate to the ways that the reading public, parents in particular, may use the teacher-linked effects. The
final reason for the review is to avoid creating the impression, by focusing on technical issues, that these other concerns have been resolved.

In the context of the use of value-added effects in teacher evaluation, one shortcoming of teacher-linked effects is that the effects do not provide any guidance regarding how the current results were achieved or what a teacher could do to improve. While this lack is of interest to parents and other readers of the white paper and the LA Times coverage, it may not be as salient among readers who use the Teacher Ratings. It does seem to be behind some of the frustration felt by teachers reading the ratings, who do not find that the ratings accord with their experience.

Another concern is that the material covered by the tests used in the VAM is only a part of the teachers’ instructional responsibility. The use of high stakes tests in teacher evaluation presents the risk that teachers may focus on teaching students to do well on the tests, to the detriment of other subject matter. This other subject matter may also be topics of greater depth in the tested subjects that are not addressed by the test. There are indications that scores on some of the standardized tests generated under No Child Left Behind have relatively low correlations to the scores on tests designed to assess higher-order conceptual understanding. Entire subjects such as social studies and science are often not addressed by the standardized tests used in value-added models. Values for the tested subjects cannot be assumed to carry over to the untested subjects. Even values for the two tested subjects can be quite different for the same teacher. In Model 4 for LAUSD, the correlation of teacher-linked effects for math and ELA is .76, low enough that 16% of the teachers have differences of 2 or more categories between the subjects. For 27 teachers the ratings are at the opposite extremes.

In teacher evaluation, these limitations mean that value-added effects do not address many of the responsibilities that fall to teachers. Parents trying to use the teacher-linked effects to choose a teacher are receiving imprecise information about a limited range of the teachers’ contributions to student learning.

A teacher’s long-term effect on a student’s test scores in subsequent years has been seen to differ from the effect in the year in which the student had the teacher. In the LAUSD data, there is evidence that the longer-term teacher-linked effect is only loosely correlated with the effect in the first year, and that the size of the effect is greatly reduced after one year. In the contexts of teacher evaluation, personnel decisions, and parental choice of teachers, emphasis on the short-term gain estimated by the teacher-linked effect may detract from the long-term goal of a well-educated child.

The seemingly simple and precise effectiveness categories used in the Teacher Ratings are potentially misleading.
The information accompanying the LA Times’ Teacher Rankings notes that these rankings are relative to other teachers in the data. High or low ratings do not tell the reader how the teacher compares with other teachers nationally or to standards of professionalism. Some question the usefulness of competitive rankings for teachers in light of evidence that teams of teachers working collaboratively are effective in improving student learning. The immediate consequence of the relative nature of the scores is that readers are left wondering whether a higher teacher-linked effect is an indication of excellence in the classroom or a minor variation between teachers. For a parent, the question is whether the higher effect is worth moving the child to another school, with the attendant disruption, or not. The longer-term concern for readers is that emphasis on these competitive measures may detract from useful reform rather than promoting it.

That teachers with dissimilar student populations are rated on a single scale presents a challenge to the rating system. Certainly the typical classrooms for teachers in this study vary widely. The skills needed from teachers in very different classrooms may be very different. Depending on the scales of the tests, the effort that goes into an effect of .2, say, in different classrooms may be very different. For reform programs, inequities of effort for similar evaluations may discourage teachers from teaching in some types of classroom. For parents, the compression of many circumstances into one rating system complicates identification of highly rated teachers successful with children like their own.

These limitations on the use of teacher-linked effects, together with the technical limitations due to large variances, large annual fluctuations, and uncertain causal relation between the effect and the teacher, reduce the utility of individual teacher-linked effects to parents and general readers.

**Recommendations**

The 2011 white paper and the 2011 LA Times’ Teacher Ratings do provide readers with some information about the variability of teacher-linked effects and the sensitivity of results to model specification. This is an improvement in the rating over the 2010 version. However, the inclusion of teachers for whom very little data is available exacerbates the problem of large variances. These large variances of the effects and the problem of separating teacher-linked effects from effects associated with other non-teacher factors complicate the extraction of valid information from the teacher-linked effects, especially given the manner in which the Times presents the data. The seemingly simple and precise effectiveness categories used in the Teacher Ratings are potentially misleading.

- Teachers in the studied data have incoming classes with very different characteristics. A high teacher-linked effect must be understood as an estimate of test score improvement applying only to the range of students typically taught by that teacher.

- The model results indicate that teacher-linked effects estimates must take annual fluctuation beyond sampling error into account.
• The teacher-linked effect means and the effectiveness categories are not reliable for comparison or prediction. The large variability must be taken into account. This limits the detail available in comparisons among teacher-linked effects, particularly for effects estimated from three or fewer years of data.

• Large annual fluctuations make even effects calculated over longer periods very approximate predictors of the effect size in the future. Parents should not rely on the published effect being reproduced in any given year.

• There is strong evidence that the teacher-linked effects include contributions to student learning not due to the teachers. These contributions are meaningful on the scale of the categories used in the *Los Angeles Times* effect report. Comparison of teacher-linked effects must be understood as comparing teachers and their work environments, not just teachers.
Technical Appendix

The Models

The model form stated in the paper to be the basis for analysis is given here for reference. Explanation will follow.

\[ T_{ijt} = T_{ijt-1} + x_{ijt} \beta + \varphi_j + \varepsilon_{ijt} \]

The results tabulated in the paper are for this model:

\[ T_{ijt} = T_{ijt-1} + x_{ijt} \beta + \varphi_j + \psi_{jt} + \varepsilon_{ijt} \]

The latter includes the term \( \psi_{jt} \) to estimate annual fluctuation. The exposition in the FAQ sheet for the LA Times ratings publication does not specify which model was used to produce the published teacher-linked effects, though given the large annual fluctuations found in the 2011 white paper, use of a model without the \( \psi_{jt} \) term would result in overstated differences in effects and underestimated variances. The exposition in the review is based on the latter model. The models are fitted as linear mixed effects models in the original and in this review.

The definitions of the variables are the same in both models. Here, \( T_{ijt} \) is the test score for student \( i \) in year \( t \), with the \( j \) indicating the student’s teacher in year \( t \). The term \( T_{ijt-1} \) is the test score or scores for student \( i \) in year \( t-1 \), that is, the student’s scores the previous year, with the \( j \) again indicating the student’s teacher in year \( t \). The \( x_{ijt} \) term holds known characteristics of student \( i \) in year \( t \), with teacher \( j \). The \( \lambda \) and the \( \beta \) are weights for the test scores and student characteristics. Collectively, \( T_{ijt-1} \) and \( x_{ijt} \) are the fixed effects.

The remaining terms adjust for the difference between the actual score in year \( t \) and the score predicted on the basis of \( T_{ijt-1} \) and \( x_{ijt} \). The term \( \varphi_j \), the so-called teacher effect, or persistent teacher-linked effect, is the same for all students with teacher \( j \). The term \( \psi_{jt} \), the teacher-year, or classroom effect, is applied to all students with teacher \( j \) in year \( t \). The final term, \( \varepsilon_{ijt} \), varies by student and year. In the fitted models discussed in the white paper, these three values are viewed as random effects. They are thought of as random draws from three normal distributions with zero average and variances that must be estimated from the data along with the values of \( \lambda \) and \( \beta \). The estimated values of the variances together with the data determine how the difference between \( T_{ijt} \) and \( T_{ijt-1} \lambda + x_{ijt} \beta \) will be apportioned among \( \varphi_j \), \( \psi_{jt} \), and \( \varepsilon_{ijt} \), that is, among the teacher, the classroom, and the student in that year.
This approach to estimating adjustment terms associated with different levels of the phenomenon under study is fairly standard, and is discussed in Raudenbush and Bryk\textsuperscript{37} and McCulloch and Searle.\textsuperscript{38}

The models in the review are fitted using the lmer function in the lme4 package in R.

**Effect Comparison for Different Periods**

The effects for the same teacher in two different periods were obtained from the records of teachers present in the same school for all six years. For each number of years, \( y = 1, 2, 3 \), the last \( 2y \) years for these teachers were used. The first \( y \) of these became the first estimation period, and the last \( y \) made up the second estimation period. These teachers were split into groups of about 250. For each group, the teacher ids for the first and second periods were tagged with the period, separating each teacher in the group into a pair of teachers for the purposes of the model estimation. The remaining data for the teachers in the group was discarded. Then Model 4 was run on the paired records and the data for the other teachers. The teacher-linked effects for the paired teachers for each group were collected and used to compare the persistent teacher-linked effects estimated for the same teacher from non-overlapping data.

Due to the limitation of the group size to 250, the teacher-linked effects for teachers not in the group are virtually unchanged between the original and the modified model.

**Significance Calculations**

The consistency of two sets of teacher-linked effects for the same teacher was calculated from the effect distributions, the model assumption that the “true” persistent effects are draws from the effect distributions, and the model assumption that the two persistent effects are equal.

For a single pair of effect distributions, say a Gaussian distribution with mean \( \mu_1 \) and variance \( \sigma_1^2 \), and another, say \( N \mu_2, \sigma_2^2 \), the probability of obtaining 0, or a value further from the \( \mu_1 - \mu_2 \) than 0 for the difference between a draw from \( N \mu_1, \sigma_1^2 \) and a draw from \( N \mu_2, \sigma_2^2 \), can be calculated from \( N \mu_1 - \mu_2, \sigma_1^2 - \sigma_2^2 \). The calculation is equivalent to calculating the probability of obtaining a value as far from 0 as \( \mu_1 - \mu_2 \) given a normal distribution \( N \mu, \sigma^2 \). This, in turn, can be calculated based on a \( \chi^2 \) distribution with one degree of freedom and the statistic \( \frac{\mu_1 - \mu_2}{\sigma_1^2 - \sigma_2^2} \).

Summing all such statistics for the set of pairs of effects and using the \( \chi^2 \) distribution with corresponding degrees of freedom gives a probability calculation that accounts for multiple testing.

For the case of math effects calculated from two different three year time periods, the collective probability of obtaining 0 or a value further from the vector of effect differences than 0 was less than .001. This shows that the pairs of effects estimated make the
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assumption of equal persistent effects for each teacher for the two time periods unlikely to be true.

For the effects in ELA estimated from a single year, the probability of obtaining all 0’s or values as far from the vector of effect means as 0 was greater than .5. This indicates that the effects estimated are consistent with all the effects being 0.

The significance of additional random effects is based on the conservative $\chi^2$ test on the difference of the deviances described in Bates.39

**Prediction Calculations**

For the purpose of testing the predictive power of the teacher-linked effects, the 2010 effects were estimated in two ways. For the executive summary, the 2010 effects were estimated using model 4, restricting to 2010 and omitting the annual effect. This method was used for simplicity of exposition. The effect estimate for 2010 for the main part of the review is described in the review. The results are similar. Effectiveness categories for 2010 are based on the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th percentiles of the 2010 estimates to compensate for the different scales for the 6-year estimates and the 1 year estimates.

**Issues with Regression of Grade Effects on Teacher-linked Effects**

Regression of grade-wise demographically adjusted gains on grade-wise mean teacher-linked effects is not sensitive to bias in the teacher-linked effects under circumstances that may be common in the LAUSD data. It will not detect that some portion of a departing teacher’s teacher-linked effect was produced by differential assignment of students to the teachers if the remaining staff has the same assignment pattern before and after the staff change. Further, if a staff change is due to a teacher leaving the system, and that teacher’s effect was calculated entirely on the basis of classes taught in that school, the departure will not capture the portion of the departing teacher’s teacher-linked effect due to differential assignment of students to schools. In data set for 2004-2009, over 70% of the teachers are not present in the data set for all 6 years but do not change schools, while under 8% in fact change schools within the data set.

**Effects Over Time**

The student gain over two grades was modeled using the teacher ids for each grade, and the lagged scores and mean lagged scores, student gender, ELD level, parental education, the Title I indicator, and the indicator for kindergarten in LAUSD for the beginning of the two year period.

The result for ELA was that the standard deviation assigned by the model to the second year teacher was 0.19, while the standard deviation assigned to the earlier teacher was 0.10. The correlation of the teacher-linked effects for the teachers in the first year position with the teacher-linked effects for the same teachers in model 4 is .45. The correlation of
the teacher-linked effects for the teachers in the second year position with the teacher-linked effects for the same teachers in model 4 is .77.

For math, the standard deviation assigned by the model to the second year teacher was 0.30, while the standard deviation assigned to the earlier teacher was 0.12. The correlation of the teacher-linked effects for the teachers in the first year position with the teacher-linked effects for the same teachers in model 4 is .47. The correlation of the teacher-linked effects for the teachers in the second year position with the teacher-linked effects for the same teachers in model 4 is .87.

This suggests that a more thorough model for the teacher-linked effects of previous years’ teachers on the students’ test scores would show that the effect, eff\text{old}, associated with having had a Teacher Smith in, say, grade 3, on the student’s performance in grade 4, is different from the effect associated with Teacher Smith on the student’s performance in grade 3, eff\text{current}. In general, eff\text{old} may be smaller in magnitude than eff\text{current}. Further, the ordering of teachers by eff\text{old} values may differ substantially from the ordering of teachers by eff\text{current} values.
Notes and References


3 This paper can be found at http://documents.latimes.com/buddin-white-paper-20100908/.

4 This paper can be found at http://documents.latimes.com/buddin-white-paper-20110507.


8 Technically, due to the use of random teacher effects, the ranges are determined by the distribution of the random teacher effect conditional on the data for that teacher. Interpretation as “error margin” is reasonable for gaining intuition.


22 Attempts to learn from Buddin and the LA Times about the treatment of these missing data were unsuccessful. The imputation of the missing data in this review was made by predicting students’ next year’s ELD level from the current year’s data using a basic logistic regression model. The classification model was developed on the complete data for 2003-2009. Applying the classification method to the data for 2009 produced levels for use with the 2010 data. The resulting model fits are consistent with the results reported by Buddin for the period 2005-2010. Using the estimation technique to replace the ELD levels for 2009 with imputed levels, fitting the models for 2004-2009 on the modified data, then comparing with fits to the actual data for 2004-2009 provides a check on the performance of the imputation method.

The performance is, in general, very good. For math in model 4, there is almost a perfect correlation between the mean teacher-linked effect produced from the actual data and the effects produced from the imputed data. All the imputed means fall within the 90% interval for the means from the actual data. All the categories of the means for the imputed data are within one category of the means from the actual data, and 99% are in the same category. This leaves 131 teachers changing category between the two models. In model 4 for ELA, the comparison gives similar results, though here 279 teachers change category, and a couple of individual teacher means change more than one category. (This does raise the question of what level of variability in assigning value categories to individuals is acceptable.)

Due to the use of random effect for the teachers, this is not technically correct, but provides a good intuitive guide.


Please see the discussion in the technical appendix under “Significance Calculations.”

The corresponding results for 2009 predicted from effects calculated from 2004-2008 are shown in Figure 9. These show somewhat better agreement between the two periods. This may be due to the absence of imputed data in 2009, as opposed to 2010.

**Figure 9. Percentages of rating changes between teacher-linked effects estimated for 2004-2008 and value added in 2009.**

Since the value added for 2010 is calculated using a different method than the persistent teacher-linked effect, the effectiveness ratings for 2010 are assigned based on the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th percentiles for the 2010 value-added results.


36 For example, 5% of the teachers are assigned groups of students whose mean score on the previous year’s math test was less than 240 on a test with range 150-600, while 5% of the teachers were assigned groups of students whose mean score was greater than 418. For reference, for 4th grade in 2009, scores below 245 correspond to ratings of “far below proficient.” while scores greater than 401 are rated “advanced.” The ELA disparities are similar.

